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ABSTRACT

Aims. We investigate two successive trains of large amplitude transverse oscillations in an arched EUV prominence, observed with
SOHO/EIT on the North-East solar limb on 30 July 2005. The oscillatory trains are triggered by two large scale coronal waves,
associated with an X-class and a C-class flare occurring in the same remote active region.
Methods. The oscillations are tracked within rectangular slits parallel to the solar limb at different heights, which are taken to move
with the apparent height profile of the prominence to account for solar rotation. Time series for the two prominence arch legs are
extracted using Gaussian fitting on the 195 Å absorption features, and fitted to a damped cosine curve to determine the oscillatory
parameters.
Results. Differing energies of the two triggering flares and associated waves are found to agree with the velocity amplitudes, of
50.6 ± 3.2 and 15.9 ± 8.0 km s−1 at the apex, for the first and second oscillatory trains respectively, as estimated in the transverse
direction. The period of oscillation is similar for both trains, with an average of 99 ± 11 minutes, indicating a characteristic frequency
as predicted by magnetohydrodynamics. Increasing velocity amplitude with height during the first oscillatory train, and in-phase
starting motions of the two legs regardless of height, for each train, demonstrate that the prominence exhibits a global kink mode to
a first approximation. However, discrepancies between the oscillatory characteristics of the two legs and an apparent dependence of
period upon height, suggest that the prominence actually oscillates as a collection of separate but interacting threads. Damping times
of around two to three cycles are observed. Combining our results with those of previously analysed loop oscillations, we find an
approximately linear dependence of damping time upon period for kink oscillations, supporting resonant absorption as the damping
mechanism despite limitations in testing this theory.
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1. Introduction
Solar prominences or filaments, seen on the solar limb or
disk, are cool and dense clouds of plasma embedded in the
corona, composed of small-scale ever-changing threads or fibrils (e.g. Berger et al. 2010). The prominence material is in
near equilibrium, supported against gravity by the magnetic
field (Kippenhahn & Schlüter 1957; Kuperus & Raadu 1974).
Oscillations of prominences are of particular interest, and have
been observed as line-of-sight (LOS) Doppler velocity oscillations in Hα spectral lines since the 1930’s (Dyson 1930). The oscillations are categorised as either large amplitude oscillations,
where the entire prominence oscillates with a velocity amplitude of the order of tens of km s−1 and periods ranging from
around 6 to 150 minutes, or small amplitude oscillations which
are localised to part of the prominence, and have velocity amplitudes of around 2-3 km s−1 and typical periods of 10 to 80
minutes. While small amplitude oscillations are very common
(see Oliver & Ballester 2002), large amplitude oscillations are
less widely reported and there are relatively few observational
analyses (see the review by Tripathi et al. 2009, their Table 1).
In recent years, large amplitude oscillations have been observed not only using Hα (Jing et al. 2003), but also other
wavelengths such as EUV (Isobe & Tripathi 2006), microwave
(Isobe et al. 2007) and He 10830 Å (Gilbert et al. 2008), enabling the plane-of-sky (POS) velocity to be determined. It
is therefore possible to combine the LOS and POS informa-

tion in order to find the total velocity amplitude, as shown by
Isobe & Tripathi (2006). In addition, using space-based instruments, data are available over far longer durations, thus allowing for the detection of oscillations with the longest periods
(Foullon et al. 2004, 2009) and increasing the chances of capturing large amplitude events.
Large amplitude oscillations in prominences may occur
either as a longitudinal motion of the prominence material
along its axis (e.g. Jing et al. 2003), or as a transverse displacement of the prominence axis in either the horizontal
(e.g. Isobe & Tripathi 2006) or vertical (e.g. Okamoto et al.
2004) direction with respect to the solar surface. An early
observational investigation of large amplitude oscillations by
Ramsey & Smith (1966) included four separate oscillatory trains
in the same filament with apparently similar periods (of about
15 minutes), suggesting that the filament has a characteristic frequency independent of the trigger mechanism, which
has since been confirmed for small amplitude oscillations
(Bashkirtsev & Mashnich 1984). This led to the development
of early theoretical models to predict these frequencies, and
the emergence of prominence seismology, i.e the use of oscillatory characteristics to diagnose physical parameters such
as the magnetic field within the prominence. For example,
Hyder (1966) treats the prominence as a damped harmonic oscillator with magnetic tension as the restoring force, and obtains a radial magnetic field of 2-30 gauss based on the observations of Ramsey & Smith (1966). Modern theories, such
1
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as Joarder & Roberts (1993), rely on magnetohydrodynamics
(MHD) in which such characteristic frequencies are inherent,
with longitudinal and transverse oscillations corresponding to
the slow and the fast kink magnetoacoustic modes respectively.
Due to the rarity of reported large amplitude oscillations in
prominences, few measurements have been made of the damping time, i.e. the time taken for the amplitude of an oscillation to be reduced by a factor of e. Damping times of between
two and four cycles have been measured for longitudinal oscillations (Jing et al. 2003, 2006; Vršnak et al. 2007), while for
transverse oscillations the damping time has not been quantified, although Gilbert et al. (2008) reports a duration of around
six cycles for a vertical oscillation. Damping times of two to
three cycles are typical for both kink mode loop oscillations
(e.g. Nakariakov et al. 1999; Aschwanden et al. 2002) and small
amplitude prominence oscillations (e.g. Molowny-Horas et al.
1999; Terradas et al. 2002), and the damping theories in these
fields are more developed.
Damping mechanisms for kink oscillations in loops have
been extensively studied, with both resonant absorption in the
Alfvén continuum (Ionson 1978; Hollweg & Yang 1988) and
phase mixing (Heyvaerts & Priest 1983) agreeing well with observed damping times. Resonant absorption has also been investigated in the context of small amplitude prominence oscillations
by Arregui et al. (2008b) and again agrees with observations.
Various additional mechanisms, such as ion-neutral collisions
(Forteza et al. 2007) and resonant absorption in the slow continuum (Soler et al. 2009), have been considered for prominence
oscillations, but found to be less significant for fast waves with
typically observed parameters (see Oliver 2009, for a review).
There is not yet a definitive answer regarding the damping
mechanism at work, although the dependence of the damping
time, τ, on the period, P, is different for each theory. For example Ofman & Aschwanden (2002) obtain the scaling law τ ∝ P
for resonant absorption, whereas for phase mixing they find
τ ∝ P4/3 . Ofman & Aschwanden (2002) suggest that by comparing observational values of the period and damping times of
loop oscillations to these scaling laws, the damping mechanism
can be determined. However, the indices in the two power laws
are quite similar and the data points from different observations
too widely scattered to differentiate between them. It is therefore
important to increase the number of measured events, as well as
extend the range of observed periods and damping times, to increase the statistical confidence of the fitted scaling laws.
Large amplitude prominence oscillations can be triggered
by Moreton waves (e.g. Gilbert et al. 2008), large-scale coronal waves (Okamoto et al. 2004), or by nearby sub-flares (e.g.
Jing et al. 2003) and jets (Isobe & Tripathi 2006). Moreton
waves have speeds of around 1000 km s−1 and were first seen
by Moreton (1960) using chromospheric filtergrams. They are
generated by flares and thought to be the chromospheric signatures of dome-shaped MHD wavefronts (Uchida 1968). Largescale coronal waves have velocities up to around 400 km s−1 ,
and were first observed using the Extreme-Ultraviolet Imaging
Telescope (EIT; Delaboudinière et al. 1995) onboard the Solar
and Heliospheric Observatory (SOHO) by Moses et al. (1997)
and Thompson et al. (1998). Both Moreton and coronal waves
are often associated with flares, coronal mass ejections (CMEs)
and type II radio bursts (e.g. Veronig et al. 2010). The transient
coronal waves were initially considered to be coronal counterparts of the Moreton wave; however differences in the properties of the two wave types and the fact that they are not always observed together suggests that this may not be the case.
Alternative interpretations (see review by Wills-Davey & Attrill
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Fig. 1. (a) EIT 195 Å intensity image showing the prominence
and AR 10792. (b) Hα intensity image from BBSO, with the
corresponding filament and AR 10792 now on the disk of the
Sun.
2009) include a signature of the restructuring magnetic field following a CME (Delannée & Aulanier 1999).
Here we investigate two successive trains of damped large
amplitude transverse oscillations in an EUV prominence, observed on the North-East limb. The oscillatory trains are triggered by large scale coronal waves associated with two flares,
which occurred about 11 hours apart in the same remote active
region. We use 195 Å images from SOHO/EIT to compare oscillatory properties spatially, in the two legs of the prominence, at
different heights, and between the two successively excited oscillatory trains. The paper is structured as follows: in Sect. 2 we
introduce the event, the data used, and we compare the two large
scale coronal waves; in Sect. 3 we first correct the effect of solar rotation before analysing the oscillations, assuming they are
purely horizontal with no vertical component; finally, in Sect. 4
we discuss the results and their significance for shedding light on
the effects of differing triggers, and for testing damping theories.

2. Event Overview
Figure 1(a) shows a 195 Å intensity image of the Sun from
SOHO/EIT on 30 July 2005. The arched solar prominence is
seen on the NE limb, at 36◦ latitude 27◦ Carrington longitude
(Carrington rotation 2032), along with active region NOAA
10792, 470 Mm to the southwest. The prominence axis is
oriented from southwest to northeast as shown in Fig. 1(b),
an Hα image from the Big Bear Solar Observatory (BBSO;
Denker et al. 1999), in which the corresponding filament is seen
on the disk of the Sun four days later, with AR 10792 now at the
disk centre.
On 30 July 2005, two large flares, both originating in
AR 10792, are detected by the Reuven Ramaty High Energy
Solar Spectroscopic Imager (RHESSI; Lin et al. 2002). The
two flares are also observed by the Geostationary Operational
Environmental Satellite (GOES)-12 (Hanser & Sellers 1996);
the first is an X1.3 GOES class flare peaking at 06:35 UT (start
06:17, end 07:01). A type II radio burst with a speed of 1801
km s−1 occurring from 06:26 to 06:47 UT is reported by San Vito
Solar Observatory (NOAA solar event lists), which indicates the
generation of a shock wave associated with this flare. The second
flare is reported by GOES as peaking at 17:07 UT (start 16:39,
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Fig. 2. Difference images of 195 Å EIT data showing the large
scale coronal waves. Upper panel: Running difference images
of the second wave only, produced using the difference between
consecutive images. Lower panel: Images are constructed as the
difference between the image 27 minutes (first wave) or 28 minutes (second wave) after the onset of the flare and the image
before the flare.

end 17:37), and is a C8.9 GOES class flare with no related radio burst. Each flare is followed by a large scale coronal wave
triggering a train of oscillations in the prominence.
In Fig. 2, we attempt to compare the two coronal waves.
The upper panel shows the evolution of the second coronal
wave, seen over four 195 Å intensity images from SOHO/EIT
with around 10 minutes between frames, in running difference
images (Thompson et al. 1999). Unfortunately the first coronal
wave is seen in only one frame, as no 195 Å images are available for much of the duration of the X1.3 class flare, therefore the data is insufficient for a detailed comparison of the two
waves. However, equivalent difference images for the two coronal waves, shown in the lower panel, are generated using the difference between the image 27 minutes (first wave) or 28 minutes
(second wave) after the onset of the flare and the image before
the flare. This shows that the intensity depletion is much larger
following the first coronal wave, suggesting a higher amplitude.
In addition, the absence of a shock in the case of the second
coronal wave indicates a slower wave speed than that of the first.
We would like to find out whether this difference is reflected in
the characteristics of the prominence oscillations.
The prominence is observed in absorption in the 195 Å intensity images with an average cadence of 12 minutes; 304 Å
images, showing the prominence in emission, are also available
but with a 6 hour cadence. The oscillatory behaviour starts at
around 06:45 UT following the first flare and continues over approximately 18 hours. From visual inspection of the data movie,
both oscillatory trains have periods of around 100 minutes, and
the displacements of the prominence caused by the oscillations
are in the horizontal direction with respect to the solar surface.
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Fig. 3. (a) Ratio of 304 Å intensity over 195 Å intensity EIT
images, the white box indicates the ROI used in (c). (b) 195 Å
EIT image of the prominence on the limb, white boxes indicate
two ROIs at 82.3 Mm and 42.1 Mm above the solar surface. (c)
The maximum 304/195 Å intensity ratio versus height above the
solar surface over Carrington longitude, white diamonds indicate
the apparent height of the prominence at each time-step, while
the white line is Eq. (1) with h0 /R = 0.170 and L0 = 27.5◦.

3. Analysis of the Oscillations
3.1. The Effect of Solar Rotation

During the oscillatory phase, the prominence rotates over the solar limb and so its apparent height above the limb, as observed
from SOHO, varies with the rotation of the Sun. Therefore, it
is necessary to determine the apparent height profile in order to
account for its effect in the subsequent analysis. This height profile can be modelled using a cosine curve (Foullon & Verwichte
2006):
!
h(L)
h0
=
+ 1 cos(L − L0 ) − 1,
(1)
R
R
where h/R is the apparent height above the limb and h0 /R the
actual height above the solar surface, measured as a fraction of
the solar radius, while L is the Carrington longitude of the limb
which varies with time, and L0 the Carrington longitude of the
prominence. Determining the parameters h0 /R and L0 therefore
allows the apparent height at any time to be calculated.
Figure 3(a) shows the ratio of the 304 Å intensity over
the 195 Å intensity images from EIT, giving an enhanced
contrast between the prominence material and the background
to facilitate prominence detection, as first pointed out by
Foullon & Verwichte (2006). Using the 304/195 Å image ratio
and considering a region of interest (ROI) encompassing the
prominence, a time-distance plot is produced giving the maximum intensity versus height above the limb over Carrington
longitude (Fig. 3(c)). Large spikes are identified as 3σ above the
median value of the surrounding data points and replaced by this
median value. The observed apparent height of the prominence
3
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Since the oscillations are assumed to be purely horizontal, eight
ROIs defined as rectangular slits, 3 pixels wide and running parallel to the solar limb at different heights, are considered as indicated on Fig. 3(b). The height above the limb varies with time,
for each slit, according to Eq. (1) and using L0 = 27.5◦ as found
previously. This corrects for solar rotation by moving the slits together with the prominence, thus ensuring that the same prominence material remains in each ROI throughout the duration of
the oscillations.
For each moving ROI in 195 Å images, the intensity is averaged across the width of the slit and a time-distance image
showing average intensity versus horizontal distance over time,
such as Fig. 4(a), is produced. Two main absorption features are
seen, one corresponding to the NE leg and the other to the SW
leg of the prominence (the corresponding filament axis is oriented from SW to NE). The approximate positions of the two
legs are identified by eye in each time-distance plot. Then for
each time-step the two locations along the slit are determined
more precisely using the following automated procedure.
As per the previous section, large spikes are identified and
removed from the intensity profiles, which are then inverted so
that the absorption features appear as peaks in the profiles. In
most cases both prominence legs are visible, and the intensity
data is fitted to two Gaussian peaks with a second order polynomial background, as shown in Fig. 4(b) at 11:24 UT after the
first flare, where the by-eye estimate is used as an initial estimate
of the peak centroid. The horizontal location of the prominence
leg is then given by the Gaussian centroid, while the standard
deviation of the Gaussian curve provides the error on the location (using the width of the Gaussian rather than the error from
the fit allows us to account for possible non-Gaussian profiles).
Towards the prominence apex, the two legs are often too close to
be distinguished, in this case the fitting is performed for only one
Gaussian peak as seen in Fig. 4(c) at 18:00 UT after the second
flare.
3.3. Time Series Analysis

Each of the time series, obtained from Gaussian fitting on the
195 Å absorption features, is divided into two sections starting at
06:44:38 and 17:07:42 UT, corresponding to the first and second
oscillatory trains respectively, so that these can be analysed separately. The time series, x(t), are then fitted to a damped cosine
curve corresponding to the POS displacement, ξ(t), with a linear
trend, x0 (t) = a0 + a1 t, to account for any long term horizontal
motion of the prominence over the time of the oscillations:
!
 −t 
2πt
x(t) − x0 (t) = ξ(t) = ξ0 cos
.
(2)
− φ exp
P
τ
Initial estimates for the parameters used in the fit are calculated as follows: the coefficients of the linear trend, a0 and a1 ,
are obtained from a linear fit of the time series smoothed over
1.5 hours; the period, P, is the highest peak from a periodogram
(Scargle 1982) of the de-trended time series; the damping time
4
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Fig. 4. (a) Average 195 Å intensity as a function of horizontal distance and time for the ROI at 76.6 Mm, white diamonds
joined by a solid line give the location(s) of the prominence as
identified by Gaussian fitting with error bars shown for every
second data point, positions at 11:24 and 18:00 UT are in red
bold. (b) and (c) Inverted intensity profiles as a function of horizontal distance, black diamonds joined by a dotted line show
the measured intensities, the blue dashed line is the second order
polynomial fit to the background, the red dash-dotted lines are
Gaussian peaks indicating the prominence location(s), while the
solid black line combines these to give the overall fit.

τ, phase φ, and initial displacement amplitude ξ0 , are estimated
based on the times and displacements of the first two maxima
in the de-trended time series. This first fit to Eq. (2) provides an
improved estimate of the oscillation parameters, as well as the
trend coefficients.
In order to obtain the errors on the oscillation parameters, a
randomisation technique is used, as per Van Doorsselaere et al.
(2007) and Verwichte et al. (2009). Gaussian noise, with a standard deviation equal to the displacement uncertainty obtained
in Sect. 3.2, is added to each point in the time series. This randomised time series is fitted to Eq. (2), using the parameter values from the first fit as an initial estimate, with the linear trend
now fixed. The process is repeated 500 times, producing a distribution of values for each parameter. The oscillation parameters
are then taken to be the mean values of the distributions, while
their uncertainties are given by the standard deviations. The results are listed in Table 1.
The POS displacement time series fit well to Eq. (2) within
the error bars, as shown in Fig. 5 for two ROIs at the prominence
apex (panels a,b) and legs (panels c-f), with periods of around
100 minutes. However in several cases, particularly during the
second oscillatory train which has higher relative errors in ξ, the
damping time cannot be determined since the standard deviation
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in the distribution of values for τ is larger than its mean value
(e.g. panels d,f).
In Fig. 5, the amplitudes are seen to be higher during the first
train of oscillations (left panels), than in the case of the second
oscillatory train (right panels). Damping times are varied, with
the first oscillatory train consisting of up to six cycles of oscillation (e.g. panels a,e) before the onset of the second flare, while
the second set of oscillations can be traced for up to four cycles
(e.g. panel f) before its amplitude reduces to below the level of
the uncertainties. It can also be seen that the oscillations in the
two legs (middle and lower panels) start approximately in phase,
but then move gradually out of phase due to slightly differing
periods.
The time differential of ξ(t) gives the velocity in the POS,
v(t), with an initial velocity, v0 , which is calculated using:
v0 =

2π
ξ0

  ,
P sin tan−1 2πτ

(3)

the majority of the periods range between 90 and 110 min, and
generally appear to increase slightly with height. In the SW leg
(dashed lines) the periods are generally similar during both oscillatory trains, and during the first oscillatory train (shown in
black) are typically 10% longer than those in the NE leg (solid
lines). Damping times generally increase with period, as shown
in Fig. 6(d), although there are exceptions in which longer or
shorter damping times are exhibited.
As previously noted, the initial amplitudes, ξ0 , v0 and vT ,
are clearly higher for the first oscillatory train than the second.
An increase with height during the first train is also found, up
to vT = 50.6 ± 3.2 km s−1 at the prominence apex, while this dependence is not seen for the second oscillatory train. Note that ξ0
exhibits nearly identical behaviour to v0 and vT . In Fig. 6(c) we
confirm that for each of the oscillatory trains, the oscillations between the two legs start in phase at the majority of the measured
heights.

P

while the uncertainty in v0 is determined from the errors in ξ0
and P, since the dependance on τ via the sine term is small.
If we now assume that the oscillations are transverse with
respect to the prominence axis, then the initial velocity in the
transverse direction, vT , can be calculated based on the angle,
θ, between the prominence axis and the north-south line using
vT = v0 / cos θ. Assuming that the corresponding filament orientation is unchanged when it is seen on the disk four days later
on 3 August, we estimate θ = 35 ± 2◦ from the Hα image in
Fig. 1(b).
The deduced parameters, v0 and vT , are also given in Table 1.
Figure 6 shows the parameters vT , P and φ versus actual height
above the solar surface, and the correlation between τ and P,
for both legs and oscillatory trains. In Fig. 6(b), we find that

4. Discussion and Conclusions
Figure 6(a) shows that the initial velocity amplitude at the prominence apex for the first oscillatory train, displayed in black, is
over three times that of the second, in red, suggesting that the
kinetic energy is a factor of ten higher. This is to be expected
due to the difference in flaring energy between the two events,
the initial GOES X1.3 class flare having 14.6 times the energy
of the later GOES C8.9 class flare. The energy difference is also
evident from the qualitative comparison of the two large-scale
coronal waves (Sect. 2), since the first appears to have a larger
amplitude and higher wave speed than the second.
Despite the different strengths of the triggers, we find that the
period of oscillation is similar during both trains, with a global
average of 99 ± 11 minutes. Figure 6(b) shows that while there
5
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Table 1. Oscillation Parameters
Height
(Mm)

P
(min)

ξ0
(Mm)

v0
(km s−1 )

vT
(km s−1 )

Oscillatory Train 1 - Northeast Leg
82.3
101.5 ± 0.6 240 ± 19 1.29 ± 0.03
76.6
97.6 ± 0.8 176 ± 20 1.37 ± 0.05
70.9
95.3 ± 1.8 135 ± 20 1.17 ± 0.11
65.1
94.0 ± 2.3 122 ± 21 1.12 ± 0.14
59.4
92.3 ± 3.0 113 ± 33 0.97 ± 0.17
53.6
89.7 ± 2.6 154 ± 44 1.20 ± 0.20
90.5 ± 1.1 390 ± 170 1.13 ± 0.14
47.9
42.1
85.9 ± 0.6 205 ± 33 1.79 ± 0.03
Average 94.2 ± 4.9 169 ± 90 1.50 ± 0.25

40.1 ± 2.3
34.3 ± 1.8
34.5 ± 3.9
32.5 ± 4.4
27.8 ± 6.1
21.0 ± 5.0
14.6 ± 1.6
23.1 ± 2.3
26.6 ± 8.5

41.5 ± 2.4
36.9 ± 1.9
38.2 ± 4.4
36.5 ± 5.0
31.8 ± 7.1
24.6 ± 5.9
16.9 ± 1.8
28.2 ± 2.9
30.2 ± 8.2

50.6 ± 3.2
45.1 ± 2.6
46.6 ± 5.5
44.6 ± 6.2
38.8 ± 8.7
30.0 ± 7.3
20.7 ± 2.3
34.4 ± 3.6
36.3 ± 10.0

Oscillatory Train 2 - Northeast Leg
138 ± 32 130 ± 120 0.96 ± 0.38
129 ± 17
117 ± 67 1.12 ± 0.29
98 ± 25
...
1.84 ± 0.48
98 ± 20
...
2.84 ± 0.86
97 ± 14
...
2.11 ± 0.45
95 ± 12
...
1.95 ± 0.40
104 ± 22
...
1.71 ± 0.44
99 ± 41
...
1.96 ± 0.34
104 ± 16
121 ± 59 1.62 ± 0.59

16.9 ± 7.5
15.8 ± 5.6
11.0 ± 7.2
6.5 ± 3.6
10.1 ± 4.3
10.3 ± 5.1
13.5 ± 8.4
13 ± 14
10.6 ± 3.4

13.0 ± 6.5 15.9 ± 8.0
13.1 ± 5.0 16.0 ± 6.1
11.7 ± 8.2 14.3 ± 10.1
6.9 ± 4.1 8.4 ± 5.0
10.9 ± 4.9 13.3 ± 6.0
11.3 ± 5.8 13.8 ± 7.1
13.5 ± 8.9
17 ± 11
13 ± 15
16 ± 18
10.8 ± 2.2 13.2 ± 2.7

Oscillatory Train 1 - Southwest Leg
104.5 ± 2.1 262 ± 70 1.18 ± 0.19
106.8 ± 2.0 269 ± 71 1.07 ± 0.19
107.6 ± 2.0 300 ± 100 0.99 ± 0.20
106.9 ± 3.4 239 ± 98 1.13 ± 0.25
102.5 ± 3.0
...
1.82 ± 0.32
90.1 ± 6.6
...
2.18 ± 1.07
92.6 ± 3.5
...
0.67 ± 0.97
104.6 ± 7.2 266 ± 41 1.16 ± 0.52

27.4 ± 4.4
28.0 ± 4.3
24.1 ± 4.2
22.6 ± 5.1
10.3 ± 3.1
5.7 ± 2.4
3.9 ± 1.0
7.4 ± 10.4

27.5 ± 4.5
27.5 ± 4.3
23.5 ± 4.1
22.2 ± 5.0
10.5 ± 3.2
6.6 ± 2.9
4.4 ± 1.1
8.6 ± 10.0

33.6 ± 5.5
33.6 ± 5.3
28.6 ± 5.1
27.1 ± 6.2
12.9 ± 3.9
8.1 ± 3.5
5.4 ± 1.4
10.5 ± 12.2

Oscillatory Train 2 - Southwest Leg
...
...
...
...
...
...
111.5 ± 4.5
...
2.06 ± 0.33
105.1 ± 6.5
...
1.90 ± 0.43
104.6 ± 3.2
...
1.87 ± 0.32
104.6 ± 4.3
...
1.81 ± 0.42
102.5 ± 6.0
...
1.85 ± 0.56
105.8 ± 3.4
...
1.92 ± 0.17

...
...
11.6 ± 2.7
11.7 ± 3.0
11.4 ± 2.8
9.6 ± 2.6
7.6 ± 2.7
10.3 ± 1.8

...
...
...
...
10.9 ± 2.6 13.4 ± 3.2
11.7 ± 3.1 14.3 ± 3.8
11.5 ± 2.8 14.0 ± 3.4
9.6 ± 2.7 11.7 ± 3.3
7.7 ± 2.8 9.4 ± 3.4
10.3 ± 1.6 12.5 ± 2.0

76.6
70.9
65.1
59.4
53.6
47.9
42.1
Average

τ
(min)

φ
(rads)

P
(min)

τ
(min)

φ
(rads)

ξ0
(Mm)

v0
(km s−1 )

vT
(km s−1 )

Notes. Towards the prominence apex, where the two legs cannot be distinguished, one value is given at the NE leg. The damping time is not
recorded where its uncertainty is higher than its value. Average values are calculated as the weighted arithmetic mean, to take account of differing
uncertainties in the individual values. Errors shown for the average values are the greater of the standard deviation of the distribution of values or
the uncertainty of the weighted mean calculated based on the errors on the individual values.
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Fig. 6. Oscillatory parameters of the EUV prominence, showing
(a) initial transverse velocity amplitude, (b) period and (c) initial
phase, versus actual height above the solar surface; (d) damping
time versus period. The first oscillatory train is shown in black,
and the second in red. The NE leg is indicated by triangles joined
with a solid line, and the SW leg by diamonds joined with a
dashed line.
are some discrepancies between the periods of the two oscillatory trains, these mainly occur where uncertainties are large (see
also Table 1). This suggests a characteristic frequency, dependent on the properties of the prominence rather than the trigger6

ing mechanism, which has previously been observed for large
amplitude prominence oscillations (e.g. Ramsey & Smith 1966)
and is indicative of an MHD mode.
During the first oscillatory train, the velocity amplitudes
(shown in black in Fig. 6(a)) are seen to increase with height,
which corresponds to the fundamental oscillatory mode where
the prominence oscillates as a whole with its footpoints fixed.
This interpretation is confirmed by the phase measurements in
Fig. 6(c), as the oscillations start approximately in phase between the two legs and regardless of height. This type of collective oscillation is indicative of a global kink mode. The dependence of velocity amplitude on height is not evident during
the second oscillatory train, and while this seems to suggest that
the footpoints of the prominence are no longer anchored, it is
also possible that the higher relative uncertainties in the case of
the second train may be concealing its true behaviour.
And yet, there are indications that the prominence oscillates
as a collection of separate but interacting filamentary threads,
rather than as a solid body. Firstly, in Fig. 6(b) the period appears
to increase slightly with height, with periods around 10-15%
shorter at 42 Mm than at 82 Mm. This dependence may suggest that the oscillation periods of separate threads are affected
by a combination of factors all varying with height, such as the
internal and external densities and magnetic field strengths, and
the angle of the prominence axis relative to the solar surface.
Secondly, periods in the NE leg (triangles with a solid line) are
typically around 10% shorter than those in the SW leg (diamonds
with a dashed line). Thirdly, during the first oscillatory train a
clear discrepancy is found between the velocity amplitudes of
the two prominence legs (displayed in black on Fig. 6(a)), with
the velocities of the SW leg being around 10-15 km s−1 less than
those of the NE leg; although this difference is not apparent for
the second oscillatory train. Likewise, similar non-collective behaviour is observed in hot loops (e.g. Aschwanden et al. 1999).
We can consider, to a first approximation, that the prominence is subject to a damped kink mode of oscillation. Kink
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Fig. 7. Damping time against period for the first oscillatory train
as well as a collection of coronal loop kink oscillations. The
black solid line is the fit to τ = cPα with α = 0.9 ± 0.1 and
c = 1.6 ± 0.2, where the parameter uncertainties are indicated by
dashed black lines.
modes in coronal loops also exhibit collective transverse oscillations of the entire structure, albeit with different plasma parameters, and the same damping mechanisms are expected to apply.
In the case of resonant absorption (Ruderman & Roberts 2002),
the damping time is given by
τ=

2a ρi + ρe
P,
πl ρi − ρe

(4)

where P is the period of the oscillation, ρi and ρe are the internal and external densities respectively, a is the loop width
and l the width of the inhomogeneous layer. By assuming that
ρi  ρe so that (ρi + ρe )/(ρi − ρe ) ≈ 1, and a/l is approximately
constant, Ofman & Aschwanden (2002) obtain the scaling law
τ ∝ P, whereas for phase mixing they find τ ∝ P4/3 . But using
varying realistic parameter values for different loops, multiple
scaling laws can be reproduced for a single damping mechanism (Arregui et al. 2008a), suggesting that these assumptions
may not be valid when applied to multiple events.
For the large amplitude prominence oscillations on 30 July
2005, we find damping times of around 2-3 cycles in most cases,
similar to the typical damping of loop oscillations, and these
generally increase with period as predicted for both resonant
absorption and phase mixing. The collection of measurements
from this prominence alone, in Fig. 6(d), shows a tendency towards a linear trend. It addition, it may be possible to learn more
by comparing the damping times and periods from other similar events. In Fig. 7, we combine our results, the weighted mean
period and damping time (over those heights at which both are
available) for each prominence leg during each oscillatory train,
with those of previously analysed kink mode coronal loop oscillations. We obtain the best fit to τ = cPα , where the power
law index α = 0.9 ± 0.1 and the constant c = 1.6 ± 0.2. This
empirically determined scaling indicates the linear dependence
of the damping time upon the period of kink oscillations, thus
supporting the resonant absorption model.
The wide scattering of data points in Fig. 7 can be considered a result of the expected variation in density contrast and
layer thickness over the numerous events. Ideally, such parameters should be taken into account, but the values of ρi , ρe and
a can only be measured with limited accuracy, while l cannot
generally be determined. Nevertheless, by including a prominence oscillation event with periods of approximately 100 minutes, compared with up to 40 minutes (Verwichte et al. 2010) but
typically around 3-10 minutes for loop oscillations, the range of

periods and damping times now covers two orders of magnitude. As such, it is expected that the influence of varying density
contrast and layer thickness on the scaling is diminished. In the
future, since the density contrast is much larger in prominences
than coronal loops, the effect of this variation could be further
reduced by the analysis of additional large amplitude transverse
prominence oscillations.
To sum up briefly, the main features of this analysis are as
follows: (a) the correspondence in kinetic energy between flare,
large scale coronal wave and prominence oscillation; (b) a collective transverse oscillation, to a first approximation, that is indicative of a global kink mode; (c) evidence of non-collective
behaviour, attributed to the filamentary and non-homogeneous
structure of the prominence; (d) the range of periods and damping times for kink oscillations covering two orders of magnitude;
(e) linear dependence between damping times and periods, consistent with a resonant absorption mechanism.
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